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Death comes to the races in the brilliant new novel from the grand master of crime fiction, Dick
Francis.

About the AuthorFelix Francis assisted with the research of many of the Dick Francis novels and
is the coauthor of Dead Heat, Silks, Even Money, and Crossfire, and the author of Gamble. He
lives in England.Dick Francis was the author of more than forty acclaimed books. Among his
numerous awards were three Edgar Awards, the Crime Writers��� Association Cartier
Diamond Dagger, and the Mystery Writers of America���s Grand Master Award. He died in
February 2010.From AudioFileSurprisingly, for a Dick Francis novel, horses feature here only
peripherally. Max Moreton is a superstar chef whose life gets complicated when more than 200
people get sick after eating a dinner he catered at a racetrack. The next day, while hes serving
lunch at another race, the glass-fronted box of the grandstand explodes. Max turns sleuth to
save his reputation and his restaurant. Martin Jarvis perfectly depicts Max--young, determined,
and newly in love. Jarviss flexibility is remarkable. He creates different voices and accents for
supporting characters ranging from Maxs girlfriend, Caroline, to an elderly neighbor, a
Wisconsin concierge, and a Russian importer. A.B. © AudioFile 2007, Portland, Maine--
Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, Maine
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 7 - 411 are not
included in this sample.
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Ebook Library ReaderArtR, “Top Notch Francis Thriller. In spite of the fact that there were no
jockeys or races involved I truly enjoyed the booking. They truly got me involved in the hunt for
the culprits.”

Kit H., “Good, but . . .. Good, well-written and plotted, interesting storyline, but doesn't have his
father's touch in making his protagonist likeable.”

Prof, “Excellent. One of Felix’s best. Fans of Gordon Ramsay will immediately recognize the
main character and there are several references to Gordon himself. Max Moreton is a chef
whose restaurant is in Newbury and he also sometimes caters meals at the nearby racecourse.
When mayhem and tragedy strike the racecourse he has to become a detective as well. Action
and a twisty plot, with a touch of romance, make this story impossible to put down.”

April C., “Dick and Felix wrote this. Dick Francis and his son Felix wrote this.Dick Francis wrote
most of the time in a spare, distinctive and grammatical fashion. Very attractive.Felix Francis
uses many, many more words (often unnecessarily)And the next time I read ". . . I was me
who. . . ," I'm gonna scream and throw the book across the room. I've kept every Dick Francis
book I've ever read (with one exception) but I have donated several of the ones they both or Felix
(alone) wrote.This one was a keeper.”

Hannah Lange, “A Feast Fit for Francis Fans. This book, about a chef who gets in deep water, is
proficiently written by Dick Francis's son, Felix. One of my favorite Francis mysteries.”

Miz Ellen, “Dick Francis Cooks Up Another Fine Mystery. Dead Heat is about Max Moreton,
proprietor of a Newmarket restaurant and a rising regional chef - until a catered dinner poisons
most of the guests and leaves Max retching in agony, wondering what has gone wrong.Several
aspects mark this fine mystery as vintage Dick Francis: 1) the connection to British horse racing
2) since the hero is not a jockey, the occupation of the protagonist has been carefully
researched 3) the hero/protagonist triumphs over adversity by determination and persistence
4) like a well-handled racehorse, the plot breaks out of the starting gate, maintains consistent
racing speed and surges to a strong finish for another winning performance.However, the
character of Max Moreton is not the usual stoic tough guy of previous novels. After the first
shock, I enjoyed the sensitive portrait of a man who likes to create fine food who, despite the
slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, takes arms against his sea of troubles. Additionally,
Francis surprised me with the character of Caroline Aston. Normally the female characters in
Francis's novels are either cardboard characters or lamer than a three-legged mule. Caroline
begins by suing Max for poisoning her and winds up being wooed by him. She's a professional
musician, a classical viola player and her devotion to her music is vividly expressed. Max and



Caroline represent a new turn in the writing career of an acclaimed mystery stylist. I'm not
talking about overcooked meat when I exclaim: Well done!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good fun. I'm used to lots of research going into the subject of any of Mr
Francis' books, and always find it informative. This was no exception, and as someone who has
previously worked in catering and being a pianist, it was nice to naturally understand what was
being written about - from his other books I have learnt a little about film acting, diamonds and
piloting, amongst other subjectsThe book was enjoyable, and like most of his others, I read this
one in about 3 days. The hero wasn't as alluring as some of his heroes, but still likeable. The
story kept going at a good pace. The plot was easy to keep track of, and the actions of all
characters were understandable.Thanks for a great read, looking forward to reading the next
release (coming soon, I hope!).”

Ebook Library Reader, “Thrills from Francis. What a thrilling adventure . totallyun-putdownable.A
tense ,taughtly written ,in places terrifying adventure.From start to finish Francis carries the
reader from excitement to excitement, all the time weaving his magic storytelling skills into a
carpet of ,for me,unsolvable plots.The final denoument  is breathtakingly terrifying.”

ailsa brown, “Brilliant. I liked the pace exciting as well. It covered a lot of ground and plot quickly
really enjoy it couldn't put it down x”

Bar., “A fair read.. My mum, inexplicably, loves Dick Francis books - whether they were actually
written by his wife (allegedly) or not. For me they are fairly generic although as a young man I
used to read them and liked some of them well enough. She is happy with it though so it
deserves at least 4 stars for that as present choice.”

The book by Dick Francis has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 494 people have provided feedback.
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Grade level: 8 and up
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